Instructions for the Reizen Talking Wand
Item # 701025

Insert Batteries
- The talking label Pen uses 2 AAA batteries. To insert new batteries, remove the battery cover on the back of the unit and insert 2 new batteries according to the specified orientation.

Turn on the Pen
- Press and hold the LT Green on/off button for 3 seconds. The on/off button is the Lt Green button with one raised dot on it. It is the second button down from the top of the Pen. The unit will speak “Power On.”
- If the Pen does not have any activity for 60 seconds, it will automatically power off. The unit will speak “Power Off.”

Record a new label
- The talking label Pen comes with 160 round, tactile labels and 72 rectangular, washable labels. These labels can get wet, and they will still work.
- While the unit is turned on, touch the Pen tip to a label that you want to record. If it plays back an existing message, then that label has been previously used and is not blank. If the label is unused, you will hear “This is a new label.”
- After you hear “This is a new label”, press and hold the Record button. This is the red button at the bottom on the Pen. It has three raised dots on it. You will hear “Start Recording”.
- While holding the Record button, speak into the microphone. The microphone is the small hole located above the Power button. While you are recording, a red light will shine at the top of the Pen.
- When you are done recording, release the Record button. You will hear “Recording completed.”
- To hear your new recording, simply tap the label with the Pen tip and you will hear your message played back.
Label Playback

- To listen to any previously recorded label, while the unit is turned on simply touch the Pen to the center of the label. The message will automatically play back.

Volume Control

- The Volume Up button is the yellow button, three buttons down from the top of the Pen. It has two raised dots on it.
- The Volume Down button is the red button, four buttons down from the top of the Pen. It has three raised dots on it. The Volume Down button is also the Record button.
- To adjust the volume, while the unit is turned on simply press the volume up or down buttons.

Erase A Previously Recorded Label

- Labels can be re-recorded and re-used multiple times.
- To re-use a label, any previously recorded message must first be erased.
- To erase an old message, while the unit is turned on touch the Pen to the label you want to erase. As the message is playing, press and hold both the volume up (yellow) and the volume down (red) buttons at the same time. You will hear “Erased” to indicate that the label has been erased.
- If you touch the label again with the Pen, you will hear “This is a new label.” You can now record a new message, if you wish.

Memory

- The talking label Pen comes with 2GB built in memory for up to 250 hours of recording.

Selecting Language

- The talking label Pen can switch language between Spanish and English. You can point the pen to the labels that provided inside the package (A blue stickers with 2 blank white circles) When you need to choose Spanish, just point the pen to the Spanish blanket. Or when you need English just move to the next blanket.
- You will hear the sound “English” if you move along to the second blanket.